
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Ostenvoche' 

OSTERSITTEN UNO BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

Osterhaschen I Easter Bunny 

Every year a wondrous transformation 
from Father Christmas to Easter Bun

ny talces place. But only in chocolate. 
Packaging does the trick. 

Only it shows ~hat was Father Christ
mas in its appointed time and what is 
Easter Bunny's turn. 

So, the two have some things in com
mon. One of them is that you have to 
believe, especially as a child. 

But while Father Christmas sometimes 
appears personally, no-one's yet seen any 
father fancy-dressed as a hare hopping 
through the garden. 

Another difference is age. Easter Bunny 
is very young compared to Father Christ
mas, who is exa_ctly 307 years old, at least 
in German-speaking countries. 

As far as children a~e concerned, Easter 
Bunny's job is easy. Adults, though, find it 
very complex, especially those with a 
smattering of biological knowledge. 

_The Bunny brings eggs, and we all know 
tnat rabbits and hares don't lay them. 

~ut eggs are a symbol of fertility, the 
repository and source of life. The pagan 
Teutons already believed that eggs pro
mote growth and fertility. 

And from the notion of fertility it isn't 
that much of a mental leap to the rabbit or 
hare. In antiquity the hare was dedicated 
to the goddess of love, Aphrodite. 

"Breeding like rabbits" has become a 
stock phrase, and at · Easter the Bunny 
version tops it by bringing eggs as well. 
These eggs have got to be colored, colored 
like the coming spring. 

That makes these freely given and gaily 
colored eggs a lot different to those given 
n-ot at all willingly at this time of year in 

the Middle Ages. Maundy Thursday was 
tax collecting_ day for the feudal lord. Vas
sals paid a big proportion of. their dues in 
eggs. 

Back to the hare who in long, painstak
ing work has colored all the eggs. He 

brings them, already hard-boiled - how 
thoughtful of him! - and hides them. Out
. do.ors if at all possible. 

And in that the animal shows ingenuity 
bordering on the miraculous. 

For example, it flies on to the high-rise 
balconies of city-dwellers. and places the 
eggs in flower boxes there. It's all the same 
to the children. They'll look behind the 
settee, if they have to, or between the 
mattresses, or wherever . . . 

And most times Bunny has delivered, 
even to families without balconies. 

There is a new development away from 
the purely chocolatey relationship be
tween Easter Bunny and Father Christmas 
and towards serious bonds of substance. 

Bunny·no longer brings just eggs which, 
. eaten in vast quantity can really not be 
claimed to be healthy any more, but pre
sents as well .. 

It can be assumed that those receiving 
them won't mind, but is Father Christmas 
now asking himself whether he'll soon 
have to bring eggs as well? 


